
Retriever klub CZ

organizes

Retriever working tests classes E, L, M, S

Data: 7. 10. – 8. 10. 2023
Place: Tábor (Turovec)

Organizer (on behalf of RK CZ): Jana Jakubů
The jury: Luise Linnemann Rasmussen, Lisa Norgaard Poulsen 
*note: the organizer reserves the right to change the judges, interpretation will be provided 

VET supervisor: MVDr. Aleš Kocába

Test and meeting points:
WT will také place at the coordinates 49.3706133N, 14.7336478E. The whole WT will be
held around the coordinates indicated.

E and M classes will take place on Saturday 7th of October 2023, time schedule will be
sent to participants by e-mail and will be published on FB.

L and S classes will take place on Sunday 8th of October 2023, time schedule will be sent
to participants by e-mail and will be published on FB.

Each starting dog will pass a veterinary inspection. 

!!!!Warning: WT are held n the middle of the hunt, please bring everything you need
for yourself and your dog.

Application dedline is by the 29th of September. 

Starting Fee:

We are launching a new login system, so we ask for your forbearance with any problems,
you might have. The system should be more user friendly. If you need any help with the



application, please do not hesitate to contact the organizer. Thank you very much for your
understanding.

Classes E,  L,  M, S:  700,00 CZK for RK CZ member /  1000,00 CZK for RK CZ non-
member.

Membership is automatically confirmed if you register on WT after the first logging into the
members section. You will be offered the option of payment by credit card or bank transfer
at the end of the registration process. The payments from abroad must be sent in Czech
crowns.

The membership is valid only on dog’s owner name, not handler´s name!!

A copy of the Pedigree must be attached to the application to verify that the dog is being
entered by the owner.

Application form: 

Fill in the registration form for each day separately here: https://is.retriever-klub.cz/udalosti

Instructions for cancelling your application (withdrawal from the competition) can be
found here:
https://www.retriever-klub.cz/kalendar-zkousek/  button „Jak se odhlásit“

If the handler is a child aged between 12-15, then the parents will attach to the application
a agreemet statement of  the child‘s participation and 1 parent  must be present at  the
exams.

Veterinary conditions: 

1. Dogs of Czechs‘ breeders must be accompanied by a vaccination card (according
to § 6 paragraph 3 letter b) of Act 166/1999 Coll., on veterinary care and on the
amendment of some related acts as amended - the Veterinary Act) or a passport of
a pet animal. All animals from the age of 6 months must have a valid vaccination
against rabies and a confirmation of this vaccination in accordance with § 4 par. f)
of  the  Veterinary  Act.  Breeders'  dogs  from  EU  Member  States  and  the  third
countries must be accompanied by a valid small animal passport and must comply
with the conditions laid down in Regulation 998/2003 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 26 May 2003

2. Dogs  must  be  healthy,  in  a  good  condition  and  come  form  the  place  free  of
dangerous rabies or other infections.

3. Bitches in heat, bitches in the second half of pregnancy and bitches less than 50
days after birth will not be admitted to the test.

4. Veterinary care will be provided, see “veterinary surgery in case of the first aid“.

Veterinary surgery in case of the first aid
MVDr. Aleš Kocába, +420 606 448 039

https://www.retriever-klub.cz/kalendar-zkousek/
https://is.retriever-klub.cz/udalosti


General conditions: 

1. The exams will be assessed according to the valid RK CZ test regulation for WT
retrievers.

2. The dog must be at least 10 months old
3. The  handler  must  present  a  dogs‘  pedigree,  vaccination  card  or  small  animal

passport with a record of a valid rabies vaccination
4. The individual  whose owner /  handler  does not  prove dogs‘  identity  will  not  be

admitted to the tests (individual marked with a visible tattoo or chip).
5. The jury delegates RK CZ at the request of the organizer
6. The organizer is not responsible for the loss of the dog, death or damage caused by

the dog.
7. Free running of dogs outside the tests is prohibited.
8. The organizer and the jury have the right to exclude a dog showing aggression from

the test, both towards people and other dogs.
9. The handler must be appropriately dressed according to the type of test.
10.The dog handler must have proof of payment of the membership fee for the current

year (just for members of RK CZ).
11.The starter agrees to the processing of personal data in accordance with the GDPR

by sending the application.
12.A Czech-English speaking steward is available for each judge

Promoter:

Retriever klub CZ
Nová 1268, 664 34 Kuřim

Organizer:

Jana Jakubů
Nejedlého 1, 638 00 Brno
Tel: +420 772 941 294     
E-mail: janajakubu  @gmail.com  

We wish you much success and look forward to seeing you!

mailto:janajakubu@gmail.com
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